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Nearly every published discussion of data science education begins with a reflection
on an acute shortage in labor markets of professional data scientists with the skills
necessary to extract business value from burgeoning datasets created by online
communities like Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. This model of data science—
professional data scientists mining online communities for the benefit of their
employers—is only one possible vision for the future of the field. What if everybody
learned the basic tools of data science? What if the users of online communities—
instead of being ignored completely or relegated to the passive roles of data
producers to be shaped and nudged—collected and analyzed data about themselves?
What if, instead, they used data to understand themselves and communicate with
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each other? What if data science was treated not as a highly specialized set of skills
but as a basic literacy in an increasingly data-driven world?

In this chapter, we describe three years of work and experimentation around a
vision of community data science that attempts to explore one set of answers to these
“what if?” questions. This work has primarily involved designing curriculum for,
and then running, five series of 4-day workshops, plus three traditional university
courses taught to masters students. We have used these workshops and classes to
explore the potential of, and challenges around, this vision of democratized data
science. We begin by framing our goals and approach in terms of similar and
analogous efforts. Next, we present our philosophy and design goals. With this
background, we describe the structure of the curriculum we have developed. Finally,
we use data from several pre-session, within-session, and post-session surveys to
discuss some of the promises and limitations of our approach.

Background

Data Science Education

There is little doubt that, driven by surging interest in the power and potential of “big
data” for business, data scientists have found themselves in high demand (Manyika
et al., 2011). Harvard Business Review has called “data scientist” the “sexiest job
in the twenty-first century” (Davenport and Patil, 2012), and several reports have
pointed to massive shortages of data scientists in labor markets. For example, in
their widely cited report published by the McKinsey Global Institute, Manyika et al.
(2011) suggested that the United States is already facing a massive shortfall of
skilled data scientists that will only be aggravated in the coming years. In 2014,
Dwoskin (2014) suggested that there were 36,000 advertised, but unfilled, positions
for data scientists in more than 6,000 firms.

In response, a whole series of education programs have been created, or
rebranded, in what West and Portenoy (2016) have described as a “data science
gold rush in higher education.” Using a dataset of more than 100 degree-granting
programs in related spaces collected by North Carolina State University’s Institute
for Advanced Analytics,1 West and Portenoy point to dozens of new programs
created in a matter of years in the United States alone.

Although there is no consensus—either in popular accounts or among data
scientists educators—on exactly what such programs should cover (Davenport
and Patil, 2012; Miller, 2013; Gellman, 2014), there is some agreement that data
scientists should be able to collect and integrate datasets and conduct analyses
using some combination of programming, statistical modeling, and data mining

1http://analytics.ncsu.edu/?page_id=4184 (https://perma.cc/6MKH-7KVY)
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techniques. Similarly, there is consensus that a critical skill for professional data
scientists is the ability to ask and answer questions of substantive interest and to be
able to clearly communicate their results (Davenport and Patil, 2012).

End User and Conversational Programmers

Although not all descriptions of data science involve social media, many of the
most widely cited accounts of the rise of data science focus on the massive growth
of datasets of online behavior from sites like Facebook, LinkedIn, Google, and Etsy
(Manyika et al., 2011; Dwoskin, 2014). The absence of any mention of users of these
websites from these discussions of data science is striking. Although left largely
implicit, the role of end users in these accounts is to produce data and, ultimately,
have their behavior shaped by the output of algorithms. Of course, as evidenced by
the quantified self-movement (Wolf, 2010; Nafus, 2016; Neff and Nafus, 2016), at
least some users of these systems are likely interested in the data created and stored
by these systems.

Data analysis is often pointed to as a classic example of end user programming—
commonly defined as the authoring of code by nonprofessional programmers
(Nardi, 1993; Jones, 1995). Intriguingly, as data science has grown into an estab-
lished professional practice itself, the potential emerges for end user data science.
Through web application programming interfaces (APIs) created to facilitate user
access to personal data from online communities, the infrastructure already exists
to provide users with structured data about themselves and their friends from many
of the most widely used social computing systems. That said, this access is almost
only ever taken advantage of through apps with preset interfaces and dashboards.
What remains missing is widespread access to the knowledge and skills to facilitate
end user data science using currently available data.

Recent research has suggested that learning to program can be understood as
a valuable tool even among users who never engage in programming. A study
by Chilana et al. (2015) showed that students from majors like management with
no intention to engage in programming of any sort expressed a strong interest
in learning to program so that they could speak effectively with programmers
they might work with. In a follow-up survey of non-programmers in a large
multinational software company, Chilana et al. (2016) found that nearly half of their
respondents (42.6%) had invested time in learning to program and that over half of
these individuals were what they called “conversational programmers” who were
interested only in improving technical conversations and their own marketability.
To the extent that it is increasingly common for nonprofessional data scientists to
encounter data scientific analyses, being exposed to the basic tools of data science
may be seen as useful for these conversational data scientists with no intent to
engage in analysis themselves.
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To extend the metaphor to programming one final time, it is worth considering
how, over the last several decades, computer science educators have explored what
curriculum might best serve the goals of teaching nonprofessional programmers.
To cite one example, Mark Guzdial and Andrea Forte have published a series of
papers that reported on, in various ways, an attempt to develop, deploy, and evaluate
curriculum teaching programming to noncomputer science majors (Guzdial, 2003;
Guzdial and Forte, 2005; Forte and Guzdial, 2005). The degree to which this type
of curriculum might differ from attempts to teach conversational programmers has
been described as an open issue by Chilana et al. (2016). We know of no attempts
to develop curriculum or explore pedagogical approaches around end user and
conversational data science.

Democratizing Data Science

To the extent that data science is powerful and provides its practitioners with
the ability to understand and affect behavior, it can be understood as politically
important to make access to these tools more widespread. Although statistics are
much less solid than they are in more established fields, there is evidence that data
scientists are overwhelmingly white and overwhelmingly male. Though women,
minorities, people with disabilities, and veterans are underrepresented in STEM
fields generally, they remain most underrepresented in the fields that data science
draws upon most strongly: computer science, math, and statistics.2

One important approach to reducing inequality in participation used in feminist
critiques of computer science is to attempt to remove systematic barriers to
participation. Margolis and Fisher (2001) famously use the metaphor of unlocking
clubhouses to describe the goal of breaking down these systematic barriers to inter-
ested women in computing communities. A second approach involves designing
new forms of participation that appeal to wider audiences. Buechley and Hill (2010)
use the metaphor of building new clubhouses to evoke the idea that computing can
be reimagined to appeal to women uninterested by computing as it is typically
framed. Buechley and Hill argue that this approach can broaden participation
in computing. Although there are almost certainly many systematic barriers to
participation in data science that affect members of underrepresented groups,
imagining data science as practiced by the large majority of people uninterested in
careers as professional data scientists is the first step on the path of “democratizing”
data science in the ways suggested by Buechley and Hill.

There have been a series of efforts to involve users of online communities in
data science. The most famous and common techniques are citizen science projects.
The citizen science model, made famous by Galaxy Zoo (Raddick et al., 2007),

2http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/2015/nsf15311/digest/nsf15311-digest.pdf (https://perma.cc/74E5-
T4YJ)
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Zooniverse (Smith et al., 2013; Simpson et al., 2014), and eBird (Sullivan et al.,
2009; Wood et al., 2011), is similar to “crowdsourcing” where participants’ role
is active and intentional but also limited to a handful of typically low-level and
repetitive tasks. In citizen science, participants act as sources of distributed labor
and human computation (Howe, 2006). Like crowdsourcing, task execution is
distributed, but the tasks of posing questions and performing analyses remain the
exclusive domain of the platform operators and the “real” scientists (Benkler, 2016).

A smaller body of work has explored the potential of involving online com-
munities in participatory data analysis where both task selection and execution
are distributed. There are a number of attempts to support data analysis through
participatory and social data visualization on the web (e.g., Heer et al., 2007; Viegas
et al., 2007; Wattenberg and Kriss, 2006; Luther et al., 2009). Although powerful,
these systems are often restricted to particular datasets provided by researchers or
to a set of predefined types of visualizations or analyses. For example, users of
these systems are often unable to create new variables in ways that are a basic
part of most data scientists’ work. Another interesting approach occurred on the
Reddit online community through an experimental research process used by Matias
(2016). In his study of a large social mobilization in Reddit, Matias discussed initial
results and worked with participants to refine models and hypotheses. Although
users were deeply involved in the process of hypothesis construction, they still relied
on an academic researcher with access to programming and statistical knowledge
and skills to carry out tests. Both social visualization systems and Matias’s work
are limited by their desire to involve users without also asking them to learn new
technical skills.

Perhaps the most clear attempt to democratize data science in the way we have
articulated is a system by Sayamindu Dasgupta (Dasgupta, 2016; Dasgupta and
Hill, 2016, 2017). Deployed in the Scratch programming community (Resnick et al.,
2009), Dasgupta’s system provides programmatic access to data about activity in the
Scratch community to each member. Dasgupta documented the way that Scratch’s
young users used the system to enthusiastically analyze their own data in ways that
were powerful, unanticipated, and empowering. Dasgupta’s system is limited both
in the analytic tools it makes available and in the depth and scope of data provided.
That said, the level of enthusiasm shown by users of the system, and the creativity
these users displayed, is deeply inspiring. Like Dasgupta, our goal is to move one
step beyond both citizen science and participatory hypothesis testing to give users
of online communities the ability to ask and answer their own questions (end user
data science) and to build the skills to engage with other analysts and analyses
(conversational data science).

Toward that end, we designed a series of workshops and courses. In designing,
teaching, and evaluating this curriculum, we were motivated by three broad
questions. First, what are the essential skills for end user and conversational data
scientists? Second, what would a curriculum teaching these skills involve? Finally,
how would one evaluate attempts to democratize data science? We describe the work
we have done in our workshops to explore potential answers to these questions over
the rest of this essay.
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Philosophy and Pedagogy

The philosophy informing our pedagogical approach is primarily influenced by
Margolis and Fisher’s (2001) seminal work on breaking down barriers to the
participation of women in computing, Lave and Wenger’s (1991) theory of legit-
imate peripheral participation, and Papert’s (1980) concept of constructionism.
From Margolis and Fisher, we draw a commitment to broadening participation
in data science. From Lave and Wenger, we draw a commitment to the idea of
authentic learning environments and the ability to learn through apprenticeship-like
relationships. From Papert, we draw the idea that knowledge can be constructed
through the creation and manipulation of knowledge in a social environment.

Broadening Participation

The first pillar of our community data science approach is the goal of broadening
participation. We seek to broaden participation along several dimensions including
not only the kinds of academic fields or professional backgrounds of participants but
also demographic characteristics including gender and race. Many other approaches
to teaching data science require existing programming or statistical experience. For
example, the Software Carpentry and Data Carpentry workshops seek to attract
participants with undergraduate-level programming experience (Wilson, 2014). We
target absolute beginners. Indeed, one central criterion for making acceptance
decisions for our workshops and classes is that applicants have no previous
programming experience. This has an additional benefit of ensuring that participants
begin with a similar skill level.

Meaningful participation in STEM requires successful negotiation of cultural,
social, and symbolic elements of STEM fields (Joshi et al., 2016). Therefore, we
strive to create an inclusive environment that considers several factors known to
influence inclusiveness in STEM. For example, signifiers of masculine tech culture
such as Star Trek posters have been shown to inhibit participation by women.
Conversely, more neutral “ambient” signifiers such as nature posters do not inhibit
anyone’s participation (Cheryan et al., 2009). Toward this end, we have intentionally
hosted all of our workshops and classes outside of the engineering buildings at
the University of Washington campus. We have made attempts to recruit and
encourage women and people of color to act as mentors, lead sessions, and give
lectures. Inclusiveness is also influenced by the kinds of examples one uses, and our
curriculum emphasizes working with data about people.

Finally, we have sought to offer our workshops at times, and at a cost, that makes
participation by diverse groups of people possible. For example, we have scheduled
our workshops on evenings and on Saturdays to make it possible for participants
with full-time jobs to attend. So far, we have been able to offer all of our workshops
at no cost to participants. Similarly, we have built our curriculum entirely around
tools, APIs, and datasets that can be installed and used for free.
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Project-Based Construction

A second pillar of our approach is a strong emphasis on project-based construction
and authenticity. Although we do not entirely eschew more traditional lecture-
based pedagogy, the bulk of our workshops and classes involves participants’
programming on their own computers. Even during lectures, all participants are
encouraged to program using their own computers by repeating the programming
constructs being demonstrated by instructors and modifying them in ways that
interest them.

The decision to have individuals program on their own computers reflects a
strong commitment to creating authentic experiences (Lave and Wenger, 1991). We
strongly believe that participants in our workshops and classes should program using
the tools that we use in our own work as end user and conversational data scientists.
When we teach individuals to use APIs, we have them create API keys and engage
directly with real APIs. Although this leads to challenges and unpredictability
around the setup related to heterogeneity of participants’ devices, it also turns data
science into something that happens directly on each participant’s computer. When
the workshops end, participants leave with all the software necessary to continue
engaging in data science.

We ensure that less than half of any session is dedicated to more traditional
lecture-based teaching. Instead, participants spend the majority of their time in the
sessions writing software and analyzing data. We encourage participants to program
and analyze data the way we do—by modifying existing code and by searching sites
like Stack Overflow for error messages, recipes, and solutions to problems. This
approach encourages people to wrestle with many of the real issues brought up by
data analysis in ways that make critical engagement a central part of the process
(Ratto, 2011). For example, when we teach about APIs, participants deal with
questions about the degree to which APIs are owned or controlled by companies.

Learning Communities

A final pillar of our approach is the idea that learning happens through collaborative
construction of knowledge in convivial social environments. In ways that are
inspired by both Lave and Wenger’s (1991) apprenticeships and Papert’s (1980)
samba schools, we attempt to maximize one-on-one interactions between beginners
and more skilled data scientists. Concretely, this involves recruiting a large number
of skilled data scientists to serve as “mentors.” We try to keep to a four-to-
one student-to-mentor ratio. Over the course of running the workshop series five
times, we have observed that the mentors who are most reliably effective at
helping learners solve their problems often come from nontraditional engineering
backgrounds. Most encouragingly, we have found that many of the most effective
mentors were originally introduced to data science through previous iterations of
the workshops and classes.
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Excellent mentors embody a warm environment by helping participants solve
the problems they are facing in ways they will be able to replicate and build upon
when they are working on their own rather than trying to teach “their way” or the
“right way” to do something. A low student-to-mentor ratio enables opportunities
for extensive one-on-one coaching. This is especially helpful for beginners since
their ability to troubleshoot a problem can be brittle and because troubleshooting
can be stressful and frustrating (Estrada and Atwood, 2012).

A sense of belonging is another factor that has been demonstrated to influence
the inclusiveness of STEM participation (e.g., Good et al., 2012). Providing lunch—
the workshops biggest expense by far—is a time-honored way to foster informal
interactions and an important component of how we help to foster social support
for participants. During lunch, participants often debrief with each other over the
morning workshop while getting to know each other and mentors. For these reasons,
we also encourage and support meet-ups and learning sessions outside of the formal
workshops and classes.

Community Data Science Workshops

In early 2014, we designed a set of 4-day workshops in Seattle, Washington, that
aimed to answer the three questions we raised in our background section while
attempting to adhere to the philosophy and pedagogy laid out above. For the initial
set of workshops, we drew both inspiration and some initial curriculum from the
Boston Python Workshops (BPW)3 and Software Carpentry4—two curricula with
which we had experience. In particular, we leveraged BPW’s detailed Python setup
instructions and introductory Python programming curriculum. Additionally, the
way we structure our daily schedule and our project-based afternoon sessions
was drawn directly from BPW. Although several of us teach at the University of
Washington, we sought to arrange these workshops as volunteers outside of a formal
classroom setting.

The initial workshops were an enormous success with 115 applicants of whom
we were able to admit 52. In response to this demand, we ran the workshops again
in late 2014, twice again in 2015, and once in early 2016. Additional workshops
are planned in Seattle, twice a year, going forward. As we have been able to recruit
more mentors, each workshop has been larger than the previous iteration. Our most
recent workshop in early 2016 was attended by 97 participants.

Each time we have run them, the workshops were organized over one Friday
evening and three Saturdays. A Friday session before the initial Saturday session
ensured all participants (and their computers) were prepared for the following
morning. The four sessions were numbered from 0 to 3 in reference to about

3http://bostonpythonworkshop.com/ (https://perma.cc/5Y36-R9FM)
4See Wilson (2014) and http://software-carpentry.org/ (https://perma.cc/23SE-BPHA)

http://bostonpythonworkshop.com/
https://perma.cc/5Y36-R9FM
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Fig. 9.1 Four photographs from the Community Data Science Workshops held in April and May
2016. The top two panels show mentors working one on one with participants. The bottom left
panel shows a breakout afternoon workshop with participants working independently on projects.
The bottom right panel shows participants during a morning lecture with mentors standing to the
side and ready to help participants when they require assistance

zero-indexing in the Python programming language. We collected feedback from
participants after each day and debriefed instructors after each session and again
after each series of workshops has concluded. Based on this process, we iterated on
the curriculum and design of the workshops each time we ran them.

Each Saturday session begins with a 2-hour interactive lecture in the morning
that builds upon the topics presented in previous sessions. Lectures introduce new
concepts and show real examples of carrying out tasks through “live coding.” A
picture of a lecture is shown in the bottom right panel of Fig. 9.1. We encourage
participants to participate in the lecture by actively programming on their own
computers. The concepts discussed in each lecture introduce participants to a
handful of tools and concepts that are then explored in the afternoon challenges.
Each afternoon session is organized around open-ended questions designed to foster
structured exploration of the morning’s concepts to help participants synthesize and
use their new skills.

Afternoon sessions involve independent project work. Participants are given an
archive of several simple programs written using only concepts that participants
were introduced to in the lectures. After a short exposition and explanation of
the sample programs by a session leader, participants are encouraged to modify,
build upon, or be inspired by these programs to solve problems of their choosing.
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Participants work on projects individually, or in groups, with help from more
experienced mentors present. This independent project work continues over 3–
4 hours. We have experimented with many different projects. In general, we have
offered participants two or three choices during each afternoon so that participants
can choose projects that align with their interests. All but the bottom right panel in
Fig. 9.1 show these project-based sessions. The top two panels both show mentors
working one on one with participants. All of our curriculum—including sample
projects, code, and recordings of lectures—are made available on our website.5

Day 0: Setup

In the first Friday session, participants walk through a checklist for installing Python
and installing a programmer’s text editor. Next, they work through a brief tutorial on
the basics of using the command line. After the participants have completed these
setup tasks, they are encouraged to work through some simple Python programming
exercises. This makes the next morning lecture easier by pre-introducing the
material covered in the Saturday lecture. The evening session is completely self-
guided and allows participants to warm up to the concepts presented at their own
pace. Mentors are on hand to provide technical assistance, help participants through
difficult programming concepts, and verify that each student has completed session
goals before they leave.

Day 1: Introduction to Programming

The first Saturday session starts with a reinforcement of how to work in the
command line, and then introduces variables, Python’s built-in data types including
integers, floating point numbers, strings, lists, and dictionaries. As a result, after
only one lecture, participants are familiar with all of Python’s first-order data
structures and all of the data types used in the rest of the workshops. Finally,
we introduce conditional logic and loops. As in all of our lectures, we do not
use slides. Instead, we demonstrate and discuss concepts while programming
example code in an interactive Python interpreter using an iterative trial-and-
error method. For example, we demonstrate strings by constructing messages from
strings and demonstrate dictionaries by mapping names to ages ({‘Mako’: 33,
‘Ben’: 24}). Throughout the lecture, mentors are distributed throughout the
room to be able to answer participants’ questions about issues they are having in
their code.

The first afternoon project session aims to support participants in engaging in
simple data analysis using Python. For example, one session we have designed

5http://wiki.communitydata.cc/CDSW (https://perma.cc/G36T-KLG8)

http://wiki.communitydata.cc/CDSW
https://perma.cc/G36T-KLG8
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begins by downloading an archive that includes code and a dataset drawn from
the US Social Security Administration on the popularity of different baby names
among US children. Projects like this allow participants to start analyzing real-
world data to ask and answer questions of their own design almost immediately.
For example, participants often begin by answering a question like “How many
times does your name show up in the dataset?” and proceed to more complicated
questions (e.g., “Which names are strict subsets of other names?”). Answering these
questions reveals common challenges in data analysis immediately. For example, the
exclusion of names given to fewer than five people of one gender leads directly to
insights about missing data, while the binary nature of gender in the dataset leads
to insights about how data collection decisions can support or suppress specific
conclusions.

Day 2: Web APIs

For the second session, we step back from Python to spend time working with web
APIs—web services that allow a program to acquire data from online communities
and social media sources. One API we rely upon in the lecture is the PlaceKitten
API, which takes a request for an image of a specified size and then returns an image
of a kitten of that size. Participants are first shown how to make API requests through
a web browser. We then show them how to make the same requests in Python.

Next, we demonstrate how to parse more complex API responses. We have often
relied on data drawn from Wikipedia about articles related to Harry Potter as an
example because there is a very large amount of data and it exhibits interesting
patterns (e.g., bursts of edits around the release of each film and book). Afternoon
sessions on the second full day involve working through and modifying simple
programs that pull data from Twitter’s API to build a tweet-gathering tool for use in
the third session, from the Yelp API to find out about local restaurants, and from the
Wikipedia API to answer questions about editing activity and article metadata.

Day 3: Data Cleanup and Analysis

The final session acts as a capstone highlighting the process of sourcing, cleaning,
and using a dataset to ask and answer a question. In the morning lecture, we walk
through a program that collects a dataset about every contribution to articles in
Wikipedia related to Harry Potter using the Wikipedia API. Using these data, we
generate a series of time series plots to answer several questions related to the way
that Wikipedia editing on Harry Potter topics has changed over time.

The afternoon projects for this session focus on the process of data analysis
and visualization. For example, we have used a pre-collected set of tweets about
earthquakes (collected using a code that was crafted, in part, by participants during
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an afternoon session on the second day) to generate time series in different resolu-
tions and identify earthquakes around the world as they appear in the dataset. Other
sessions have focused on gathering geocoded social media data and visualizing these
data on a map. By showing participants different ways of interacting with datasets
that they have gathered, we are able to contextualize the act of analyzing data and to
provide examples of the process of analyzing social media data from start to finish.

Community Data Science Classes

In response to requests from our university, three of us have developed and taught
quarter-length, for-credit, masters level courses based on the Community Data
Science Workshops. The classes were taught at two different departments at the
University of Washington: three times in the Department of Communication in
our Communication Leadership program and once in the Department of Human
Centered Design and Engineering. The courses directly incorporate most of the
workshop curriculum described above. Unlike most other data science curricula,
these classes’ central focus is an extended, self-directed project which forms most
of each student’s grade. Curriculum for these classes are made fully available on our
website.6 Courses were taught to groups of 20 and 30 students with 1 instructor and
1 teaching assistant.

Teaching this material over 10 weeks, instead of 4 days, provided us with more
opportunities to iterate on our lesson plans. The practice of sending out anonymous
feedback surveys after each class session, carried over from the workshops, helped
us adjust the pace and teaching style between sessions. However, other than the
addition of more examples of APIs (essentially, the ability to teach more than one
of the afternoon session from Day 2), we found that the additional time did not
allow us to increase the scope of the material presented. We were challenged to
address all core programming concepts thoroughly within the first few weeks of the
course so that students would feel confident deploying those concepts in their own
work while leaving them with sufficient time to select a dataset, to frame a research
question, and to gather, analyze, and report their findings. The nature of the course
work changed dramatically at roughly the halfway point: the first half of the quarter
provided a crash course in data science programming; the second half focused on
supporting students as they applied those lessons to specific datasets and research
problems. Students with no previous programming experience needed to absorb a
great deal of new knowledge within the first few weeks in order to successfully
complete their class project.

The introduction of grades substantially raised the stakes of mastering the
material, and it risked conflict with our “low stakes” approach in the workshops.

6e.g., https://wiki.communitydata.cc/CDSW#Courses (https://perma.cc/UQ42-ZF9B)

https://wiki.communitydata.cc/CDSW#Courses
https://perma.cc/UQ42-ZF9B
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Homework assignments were graded on effort, not code quality. Each course
culminated in a final project where success depended more on gathering and
synthesizing data to tell a story than on the quality of the code written along the
way. As an example, a student would receive full credit for an inefficient program
or a program with a few missing edge cases but would lose credit for failing to
identify a potential source of error like incomplete data. In one rendition of the
class, data visualization was worth 25% of the project grade. Points were awarded if
a plot represented the data correctly by using sensible color schemes and axes, not
based on the students’ choice or mastery of plotting technology (Excel was most
commonly used).

Instructors teaching the courses did not always experience the same challenges.
One course instructor felt that the move to a traditional classroom setting, which
meant dramatically increasing the ratio of students to available mentors, reduced
opportunities for ad hoc, one-on-one support. He attempted to compensate for this
by building opportunities for peer support into the class and by grouping students
with little or no previous programming experience with others who had some
familiarity with programming in other contexts and languages. Another instructor
found that the shift to more hours in class meant he could spend more time on
average with each student.

There was consensus that while it was not possible to cover substantially more
material in 10 weeks than in 3 weekends, it was possible to cover it more thoroughly.
The higher student-to-mentor ratio made it more difficult to support struggling
students, but the addition of assignments, feedback surveys, a more drawn out
schedule, and self-directed projects helped assure that students had the opportunity
to master the material. Students were also exposed to some new challenges, chiefly
the challenge of finding data relevant to their subject of interest.

Outcomes

As we have developed the workshops and classes, we have devoted time to a
discussion of our own goals. Although the organizers share a goal of “democratizing
data science,” this is an amorphous goal understood differently even within the
team that developed the curricula. Through discussion, we established that there
were several dimensions on which we feel our efforts should be evaluated. First,
we believe that our approach should be evaluated in terms of its ability to
support skill development among participants. In this first sense, we consider our
approach effective only if participants are building skills associated with end user
or conversational data science.

Second, given our goals of democratization, we believe that it is important
that the curriculum be a successful form of outreach in that it should attract
large numbers of individuals, especially from groups that are underrepresented in
more traditional data science communities. Third and finally, we believe a success
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criterion for our approach is its ability to support empowerment. In this final sense,
we believe that it is not enough that learners simply have skills but that they feel
able to build on these skills in ways that shift power.

Skill Development

The informal nature of our workshops makes it difficult to systematically ascertain
the degree to which participants have learned skills. Some evidence of skill
development comes from the opt-in surveys we have run after our sessions. In one
typical response to an open-ended question about outcomes, a participant explained
that the sessions helped build skills around programming and data analysis:

It helped me become more comfortable with reading and writing code and taught me how to
think more about how to use social media data to answer questions that are not necessarily
academic. It also made me more confident to take the lead as the person responsible for
writing code in a class project.

Although it is certainly the case that not every participant felt comfortable writing a
code at the end of the four sessions, many explained that they felt more comfortable
in a role of end user or conversational data scientists. For example, one explained
that:

Before the workshop I had no idea what Python can do, what API is for, or what data
visualization is. The workshop basically was my entry point to the world of data analysis.

Another participant’s feedback is an example of someone who became a more
effective and confident conversational data scientist through their experience in the
workshops:

In my work as a librarian where I help clients navigate various sources of information, I feel
more comfortable talking about how they can use programming to find or analyze the data
they have access to.

In the classes where students each worked on projects over several weeks, more
concrete evidence of skill development included the products they were able to
create at the end of the class. For example, one student published a detailed report
that attempted to understand the relationship between the release of television shows
on Netflix and activity on associated Wikipedia articles. The student collected
and compared a dataset of Wikipedia editing activity on articles associated with
television shows released on Netflix with a similar dataset about broadcast television
shows. Using these data, she provided evidence of a strong correlation between
episode release dates and editing activity on Wikipedia.7 There was also evidence

7The student, Nyssa Achtyes, published her analysis on a website titled Long Term User
Engagement of Netflix and Non-Netflix shows: https://nyssadatascience.wordpress.com/ (https://
perma.cc/Z9HK-ZVA3)

https://nyssadatascience.wordpress.com/
https://perma.cc/Z9HK-ZVA3
https://perma.cc/Z9HK-ZVA3
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Fig. 9.2 Numbers of admitted participants at each workshop by inferred gender

of skill development among the academics who attended the workshops. At least one
participant emailed us to say that they used skills developed in the class to collect
and analyze data from the Twitter API that ultimately led to a published paper.

Outreach

The workshops have consistently attracted a large number of participants. Over the
5 series, 686 people applied to the workshops in Seattle, and 403 were accepted
(see Fig. 9.2). In each case, we were constrained by the size of the instructional
spaces we had access to and the number of mentors we had been able to recruit. Our
curriculum has been adapted and taught outside of Seattle as well. For example, a
group at the University of Waterloo’s Women in Computer Science group has at
least twice taught a series of workshops that relies heavily on our curriculum.

One of the most striking aspects of our workshops, so far, has been that our
participants seem to come from more diverse backgrounds than in typical data
science communities. For example, in every workshop and class, participants have
been mostly women. This surprised us since we did not make targeted efforts to
include (or exclude) a particular gender. To quantify the gender of participants,
we analyzed the first names of the participants using the US Census and Social
Security data to assign a probable gender to each name. Results are shown in
Fig. 9.2 that show that a majority of both applicants and participants were female
for each of the five sessions. There was also a fairly high proportion of women
among our mentors—especially in later sessions when most mentors were returning
participants.
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We saw diversity along other dimensions as well. Because we targeted pro-
gramming neophytes, a large portion of our attendees came from traditionally less
technical departments within our university and from outside the university as well.
For example, we attracted participants working for both local government and a
large number of local nonprofits. The workshops were also attended by social
media users including bloggers and participants in Wikipedia who were interested
in building the skills to analyze data from their own communities.

Empowerment

Perhaps the most important—but difficult to measure—determination of whether
our curricula have contributed to the democratization of data science is the degree
to which participants felt empowered afterward. Although skill development might
include the ability to understand or conduct data analysis, we feel that empowerment
goes one step further and suggest that skills can affect and change the power
structure in which participants find themselves—at least in relation to data and
data analysis. Although empowerment is difficult to measure, opt-in post-workshop
surveys of participants suggested that at least some participants felt that exposure to
data science was empowering. For example, one former student told us:

It [ultimately] gave me the confidence to accept a job teaching CS at a local CC, which led
to me applying to the CS PhD program at [the University of Washington] (and getting in!).
So, I guess it contributed to completely changing my life.

Another student reported a similar sense in which the program had led to a shift
from a career in administration to one in software engineering:

Well, I went to Hackbright Academy largely because its curriculum centers on Python. And
now I’m a software engineer in San Francisco. So: : : pretty rad, huh?

One thing we encourage participants to do is to return to future workshops as
mentors. Many participants, including two of the current organizers, have returned
to become new mentors. This is both a good opportunity for the participants to
continue engaging in data science and a sign of empowerment. In our most recent
workshops, a majority of mentors were former participants.

Participants often did not continue to engage in data science after the workshop
when they felt they did not have projects where they could use and improve
their knowledge and skills. Participants who continued to engage in data science
often had specific projects or pursued resources like Coursera, CodeAcademy,
Data Science Dojo, and classes at the University of Washington. In terms of
empowerment, assisting participants at this transitional stage—from the workshop
to real-world settings—should be considered an integral part of any community data
science curriculum and reflects an area we hope to focus on in future curriculum
development.
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Limitations

We believe that the community data science approach can benefit participants who
seek to gain a working knowledge of programming and data science literacy. The
first and most fundamental limitation is that we are trying to cover both data literacy
and introductory programming simultaneously. Even individuals who are relatively
comfortable exploring, aggregating, and describing data using software tools like
spreadsheets often struggle to perform familiar, basic data manipulations using
Python. Currently, our workshops and courses emphasize programming, but it is
unclear that we have the right mix. We could certainly defer more programming
concepts, or exclude them altogether, in favor of teaching participants how to use
widely available software tools that accomplish the same task.

We could also choose to cover additional programming concepts, such as object
orientation, that are useful for working with many common data science libraries.
Of course, these decisions—to skip over a basic programming concept or to teach
participants a non-programming alternative—would impose new constraints on
what we can cover within the workshop as well as what participants will be able
to accomplish afterward.

Furthermore, it is not yet clear to us what measures of success we should use to
evaluate our approach. Participants seek out our workshops for a variety of reasons,
arriving with vastly different types of experience. Some have more practical,
immediate, opportunities to continue honing skills than others. Ultimately, success
for any individual participant might be best evaluated based on that individual’s
goals and preparation as well as what they did with what they learned afterward
than on direct measures of their performance or engagement during the sessions.

Conclusion

In their highly cited critique around the discourse of big data, danah boyd and Kate
Crawford argue that limited access to big data analytic tools is creating new digital
divides. The world, they suggest, is divided into the “Big Data rich” and the “Big
Data poor” (boyd and Crawford, 2012). The issues boyd and Crawford raise about
access to data are formidable and substantive. We see the community data model
as one of very few attempts to address these issues directly. However, by framing
big data equity as simply an access issue, boyd and Crawford may understate
the problem. In ways that Dasgupta and Hill (2017) have shown, nonprofessional
data scientists do not ask the same questions that professional data scientists ask.
Democratized data science is not only a broader distribution of knowledge, skills,
and power, it has the potential to support the development of new types of data
science.
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We believe that what we have developed in our workshops and classes is a proof
of concept. That said, we feel confident in our demonstration that there is a broad
demand for data science skills outside of traditional engineering circles and among
groups, like women, that the fields most closely associated with data science have
historically struggled to engage. We hope that we have also provided one vision of
what a democratized data science curriculum might look like. A more democratized
data science is possible—potentially even with broad societal effects. We encourage
you to join us in the process of understanding what it might look like and what it
might be able to accomplish.
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